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Chapter 444 – It’s you!

Wang Bo shouted. “Dong Xuebing! Are you purposely trying to create more problems
here?!”

Dong Xuebing laughed. “Secretary Wang, who is creating more problems now?
Suppose you all had called for an ambulance, deleted the photographs, and called the
Police to arrest that fellow. Will it become so serious now?! Are you trying to blame
everything on me?! I am impressed with Da Feng County Government. You all have
never reflected on yourselves when something happens and tries to blame others. Get
lost! I will not step away from this matter!”

“That’s right!”

“What County Government is this?! You all don’t even care about your people!”

“You all still dare to claim you all are serving the people wholeheartedly?! Look at
what you all did! People from our County are beaten up, and you all are siding with
outsiders?!”

The people in the swimming complex started shouting.

Wang Bo and the Investment Promotion Agency staff turned pale from their anger.

Dong Xuebing had gotten the people’s support, and no one wants to see him get beaten
up.

“But… young man. That guy is a Taekwondo Grandmaster. Don’t be rash.”

“That’s right. You cannot beat him alone.”

“F**k! Let’s all beat him up! I don’t believe all of us cannot win against him!”

“I don’t think that is possible. At Park Yongxi’s level, he can face eight to ten
opponents easily. How about we call the Police or think of something else.”
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No one felt Dong Xuebing is good at fighting because he is too skinny and short. They
can tell he is not very fit from his body, and he doesn’t act like a martial arts expert.
He had started scolding the Koreans and Da Feng County government staff the
moment he steps forward.

Li Xiaoan took a glance at Dong Xuebing and almost burst out laughing.

The other Koreans also look at Dong Xuebing weirdly. Does this man not know how
powerful Park Yongxi is?

The injured man, who was still lying on the floor, tried to stop Dong Xuebing. “Young
man, Thank you for standing up for me, but you…”

Dong Xuebing laughed. “He is just an Olympics Gold Medalist. Although I am not
trained in any martial arts, it is not a problem to beat up some Taekwondo medalists.
It’s alright. Can everyone please step back and give me some space?”

Everyone saw Dong Xuebing is not listening to them, and they started to move back.

Li Xiaoan smiles as he looks at Dong Xuebing!

Dong Xuebing narrowed his eyes. “I shall see if you can still smile later. Don’t think
Park Yongxi can protect you! You will pay the price of beating up our people! Even if
there are seven or eight Taekwondo Grandmasters here, I will still beat you up!”
Although he doesn’t behave like a martial arts expert, he has an imposing manner.

Park Yongxi looked at Dong Xuebing and shook his head. “You will get hurt. Let’s
forget about this.” He can tell Dong Xuebing does not know any martial arts from the
way he moves.

Dong Xuebing laughed. “What’s wrong? Are you looking down on me?”

Park Yongxi did not reply.

“Haha… Try me!” Dong Xuebing steps forward. “Watch out!”

Everyone’s eyes are on Dong Xuebing and Park Yongxi!

“Be careful, young man!”

“Don’t force yourself!”

Wang Bo had thought about the consequences and did not want them to fight. But
since it is too late to stop them, he decided to wait until Dong Xuebing is beaten up.



After all, this is what he asked for. Li Xiaoan is also gloating and watching them. Park
Yongxi can win with just one blow. But when everyone thought Dong Xuebing would
lose, they saw an unexpected scene!

Dong Xuebing’s punch looks ordinary, and Park Yongxi raised one arm to block it.
But the moment Dong Xuebing’s fist was about to touch his arm, he moved it slightly
to the side.

Bam! Dong Xuebing’s punch was blocked!

Park Yongxi’s face changed, and he frowned as he looks at the acupuncture point on
his forearm. He realized he had belittled Dong Xuebing!

This guy is not simple!

Dong Xuebing also stop moving. “Are you interested in sparring with me now?!”

Park Yongxi looked at Dong Xuebing calmly and got into a fighting stance. “I had not
expected to meet such a young expert in China. I am looking forward to it.”

Expert?

Everyone is speechless.

It’s hard for onlookers to know from that short exchange earlier. That was only a
punch and a block. Li Xiaoan, Wang Bo, and other people in the swimming complex
couldn’t tell how special that punch was. Why did Park Yongxi call Dong Xuebing an
expert? He also got into a fighting stance. But the following exchanging of blows
shocked everyone. This skinny and short Dong Xuebing… is a martial arts expert!

Park Yongxi moves!

It is a simple but powerful roundhouse kick. Dong Xuebing was surprised and had to
use BACK once to dodge it. After that kick, Park Yongxi follows up with a series of
other kicks. Each kick has the force of at least 100 Kg! Compared to Park Yongxi,
those black belts Dong Xuebing faced in Korea are trash!

Got to avoid these kicks!

Dong Xuebing moved to avoid and dodged the kicks. When Park Yongxi’s continuous
kicks slow down, he immediately rushes forward with a straight punch!

Park Yongxi used his arm to block and frowned again.



Dong Xuebing had hit his acupuncture point and kicked towards his kneecap. This
time, Park Yongxi did not block and jumped backward to dodge. But Dong Xuebing
seems to have predicted his move and took a big step forward when he jumps. He was
forced to block Dong Xuebing’s kick with his shin. Bam! Using BACK, Dong
Xuebing manages to kick Park Yongxi’s nerve point.

After exchanging more than a dozen blows, they still can’t decide the winner!

Park Yongxi and Dong Xuebing’s facial expressions had gotten more serious.

Dong Xuebing’s strategy of attacking the acupuncture and nerve points had worked
well in Korea. But it seems to lose its effectiveness on Park Yongxi. He seems to have
trained himself into an iron block. No matter how hard Dong Xuebing hits his nerve
point, his body did not even move or show any weakness. Dong Xuebing can do
nothing against him, but at the same time, Park Yongxi also can’t win against Dong
Xuebing. With BACK, Dong Xuebing managed to dodge and avoid all of his blows.

Everyone is stunned.

“Damn! Who is that young man?!”

“That’s right! How come he can fight Park Yongxi on an equal level?”

“He is a martial arts expert!”

“There is a saying. Experts are hidden among the people!”

The crowd got excited after they saw Dong Xuebing’s fighting skills and started
cheering. “Good! Beat him up and make China proud!”

“Damn! Kill him!”

“Knock him out!”

Even Xu Yan was shocked by Dong Xuebing. She had only heard about his skills,
which is the first time she saw it in person.

Li Xiaoan and other Korean investors’ faces changed when they saw Park Yongxi
could not win after so many blows.

Wang Bo and the Investment Promotion Agency staff could not believe their eyes.

But when Dong Xuebing and Park Yongxi were about to clash again, Park Yongxi
quickly take a few steps backward. “Wait a minute!”



Dong Xuebing pulled back his punch and stood there wondering why Park Yongxi
suddenly stop.

Park Yongxi looks at Dong Xuebing carefully and said something weird. “… It’s
you!”

Dong Xuebing laughed. “What do you mean? I have never met you before.”

Park Yongxi did not take his eyes off Dong Xuebing. “I was overseas for a
competition a few months before and have heard about what happened in Korea.
Someone told me a man, in his early twenties, had challenged several Seoul
Taekwondo schools and won. He looked ordinary and did not seem to know any
martial arts. But he is too powerful, and no one can tell which martial arts he had used.
They only know that man can hit nerve and acupuncture points accurately. There is no
way to avoid his attacks…”

Some of the crowds already knew what Park Yongxi meant and were stunned!

Park Yongxi looks at Dong Xuebing. “Are you the one who challenged our
Taekwondo schools and won against dozens of black belt instructors?”

Everyone immediately turns and looks at Dong Xuebing.

Dong Xuebing had not wanted to admit it as it is not good for his reputation. But he
knew he is infamous and has a bad reputation now and might as well admit it. “… It’s
me. But that incident was not started by me. Your people could not control themselves
and hit our Chinese students. Your Police officers are also not doing anything against
them. So, I have to do something.”

Everyone gasped!

“Damn!”

“You are that Chinese tourist?!”

The crowd got excited, and some young man started cheering.

That Chinese tourist, who shook Korea’s Taekwondo world and forced Seoul’s
Taekwondo schools to shut their doors, is standing in front of them!
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